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WELCOME

Welcome
The British Universities Film & Video Council (BUFVC) is a charity and membership
organisation that opens up access to moving image and sound to enrich education
and research.
Established in 1948 we have never lost sight of
our vision to make moving image and sound
as important in education and research as the
written word. Driven by ideas and expertise and
committed to celebrating and embracing our history
we continue to develop a strong, responsive and
proactive relationship with our members.
Over 66 years, the BUFVC’s determination to
provide audiovisual access hasn’t waivered but the
audiovisual landscape has changed. The BUFVC’s
founders were passionate about promoting the
creation and use of AV for educational and research
purposes. In 2014, there is no shortage of material,
and a perception of limitless access for everyone.
The question of access has evolved and isn’t about
scarcity, but about high-quality, reliable material with
known provenance and supported by enriched
metadata.

and publicly available resources, such as the Moving
Image Gateway and our Shakespeare Database.
I joined the BUFVC in February 2014 and have been
working with the staff team and board to expand
our genuine commitment to excellent metadata
provision and our unique and creative approach
to digital development. Interweaving these strands
means that the education and research communities

I look forward to working with you and meeting
many of you at our events.

The BUFVC recognises that members want to
access credible content and know how to use it
effectively within teaching, learning and research
– our response includes targeted, expert support
covering copyright, citations and clips.
We are at the forefront of sector research
and specialist AV service provision, shared and
disseminated on our website. In this guidebook, you

Virginia Haworth-Galt
Chief Executive, BUFVC

BoB National and TRILT, and information on freely

The BUFVC is part-funded by Jisc
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TELEVISION & RADIO

Television and Radio
Using our decades of experience and
knowledge in the area of moving image and
sound, we provide unrivalled advice, resources
and services for UK HE and FE institutions.
In the UK, education institutions can record and use
programmes for educational purposes as long as they
hold an ERA licence. We can help you get the most
out of your licence with our range of resources and
services designed with you in mind. Our resources
can assist in making sure you do not miss recordings
or view them straightaway online.
And don’t forget, all our services and resources are
supported by our information service (See page 16)

Television and Radio Index for
Learning & Teaching (TRILT)
Television and radio programmes offer high-value
content for use in teaching and research across all
academic disciplines and different student learning
styles. However, with thousands of programmes
broadcast every day, knowing when the right
programme is on and planning what to record can be

By using the Television and Radio Index for Learning
and Teaching (TRILT) students and staff needing to

TRILT is the only comprehensive listings database of
UK TV and radio programmes available and ensures
programmes can be found easily and in one place.
TRILT contains more than 19 million broadcast listings
(many with enhanced information) from over 475
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TELEVISION & RADIO

“This programme would certainly not have been on my normal
viewing schedule, and without TRILT I would certainly have missed it.”
Dr Chris Willmott, Lecturer, University of Leicester

digital and cable channels, dating back to 1995. It
is updated daily, with over 1 million records added
annually, to ensure you are accessing the most current
data available. And what’s more, many records are
linked to the programmes for easy viewing via the
BUFVC Off-Air Recording Back-Up Service, BoB
National and broadcasters’ websites.
Members also have access to TRILT’s personalised
email alert system, providing a convenient and
programmes and are aware of new and/or
undiscovered broadcast content.
Available to BUFVC members

bufvc.ac.uk

TRILT contains more than

19 million
broadcast listings
from over

475

digital and cable channels,
dating back to 1995.

@bufvc
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Off-Air Recording Back-Up Service
Missed a television or radio programme? Once a
programme has been missed it is often lost and cannot
be retrieved. The BUFVC’s Off-Air Recording Back-Up
Service can provide access to missed recordings, as far
back as 1998.

BUFVC delivers

TELEVISION & RADIO

We record and retain 10 channels 24/7 and have
over 1 million programmes available for use within
learning, teaching and research. Members can access
this extensive audiovisual library and request copies
of programmes using TRILT - available content is
highlighted with

2,600

programmes
to HE/FE
annually

Available to BUFVC members

We record 10 channels 24/7

The BUFVC is permitted by ERA to supply posttransmission copies of programmes under Section 35 of
the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988

FROM:
1
2

BBC2

3

BBC3

4

BBC4

Aug 98 – Jan 02

1

2

ITV

C4

5

1

2

ITV

C4

5

Recorded 16hr day
From Jan 02
Recorded 24hr day
From April 02

4

Channel 4

From Feb 03

3

Five

From Sept 08

R4

From Sept 09

R4x

From June 10

M4

ITV

ITV

C4
5
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BBC1

RECORDED CHANNELS

R4

BBC Radio 4

R4x

BBC Radio 4 Extra

M4

More4

Specialist TV Listings
TVTiP*

Available to HE/FE

This Week*

LBC/IRN Archive*

content from the London Broadcasting Company/
legal commercial independent local radio station the
collection provides a unique audio history from
1973 to1995, including coverage of the Falklands
War, the Thatcher years and the end of Apartheid
in South Africa.

TELEVISION & RADIO

A searchable database of the London edition of the
TVTimes - the listings magazine for ITV broadcasts from September 1955 to March 1985 and Channel
4 from 1982 to 1985. Containing approximately
250,000 records, TVTiP allows users to search for
programmes, production staff and performers from
the rare printed listings magazine.

Specialist Radio Archives

ILR South*

A database containing the entire production
series - running from January 1956 to December
1992 (known as TVEye from 1978 to 1986).
Users can search the database for in-depth views
of each programme.

1,300 programmes from the independent local
radio stations in the Central Southern area (Dorset,
Hampshire and Berkshire) from 1975 to 1990. The
digitised content represents an alternative source for
recent local cultural, political and social history.

Available to HE/FE

Channel 4 Press Packs
A searchable database of the weekly Channel 4 press
information packs, produced from 1982 to 2002. The
packs were innovative in their design and the wealth
of detailed information they provided, particularly
with the University of Portsmouth and Channel 4
Archive. Funded by the AHRC.

ILR Sharing Archive*
1,150 programmes, including drama, music and
documentaries, from the Independent Local Radio
Programme Sharing Scheme (1983-1990). The
scheme allowed those working in features, drama and
news departments of commercial radio to offer their
work to be used throughout the UK.

Press packs available to HE/FE

*Delivered in collaboration with
Bournemouth University from projects
funded by the AHRC and Jisc

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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TELEVISION & RADIO

BoB National
BoB National is a unique shared online off-air TV and
radio recording service. It enables all staff and students
in subscribing higher and further education institutions
to record any broadcast programmes from 60+ TV
and radio channels. The recorded programmes are
shared by users across all subscribing institutions.
Maintaining an audiovisual library requires dedicated
staff time and resources, while accessing content

Users in the UK can:
view and record over one million TV and radio
programmes
access over 800,000 BBC TV and radio
programmes from 2007 onwards
record missed programmes from a 30 day buffer
schedule recordings up to 7 days in advance
make clips and playlists
embed clips and programmes into VLEs

resource, BoB National frees up staff time and shelf
space, allowing staff to concentrate more on frontline
activities instead of making recordings. As TV and radio
programmes become easy to locate, view and record
at anytime and anywhere in the UK, many institutions

As well as supporting different learning styles and
needs, BoB National is also a valuable research tool,
allowing users to easily search and analyse transcripts
and subtitles, even from news programmes where
metadata is often limited.

10

search rolling transcripts
access one-click citations for easy referencing
As an innovative and user-friendly system, BoB
National makes the use and discovery of valuable
content easy and instant.
Twitter: @bufvc_bob
Access to BoB National requires BUFVC membership
and is only available to holders of an ERA licence.

BoB National

TELEVISION & RADIO

325

programmes viewed per
hour on average

Thomas Butler, Head of
Libraries and Learning
Resources, Croydon College

bufvc.ac.uk

“We’ve been exceptionally impressed with the
BoB service, not only because we’ve been able
to roll out off-site access to ERA materials, and
eliminate all the issues we’ve previously had with
missed recordings and failed equipment: it’s also
meant we’ve been able to completely do away
with off-air recording and reinvest the staff time
in delivering frontline services to our learners.”

@bufvc
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DATABASES & ACCESS TO CONTENT

Databases and Access to Content
Growing by over 1 million records annually, BUFVC databases are a comprehensive
source of moving image and sound content. They enable the easy discovery of
expensive to obtain.
BUFVC databases range from the most
comprehensive resources in the world on topics
such as Shakespeare performances and newsreels
to small specialist radio collections, with many
records enhanced with information to aid citation
and classroom use. Most records are searchable via
one search box on the BUFVC homepage and many
are linked directly to the content, allowing instant
discovery and easy use.

Discovering content
Unlike for text, there is no statutory deposit or
national catalogue of moving image and sound in the
UK. This can make the discovery and access of moving
laborious task requiring specialist knowledge
and supervision.
The BUFVC databases and collections provide a
centralised information point for moving image and
sound within the UK. Nine of the databases are
searchable together via one search box and many
records are directly linked to the content source
be it online, archive, mail order, etc (via British
Pathé, Jisc Collections, BFI, and more). By using the
BUFVC databases staff and students can locate a
comprehensive collection of records easily; avoiding

12

expensive commercial alternatives and time taken
to research, procure, catalogue and make available
audiovisual content internally.
Our databases are also uniquely supported by staff in
the BUFVC Information Service (see page 16), who
can provide further information to those requiring it.

BUFVC Databases
and access moving image and sound content.
Discover the full collection of databases and resources
on the BUFVC website – bufvc.ac.uk

“BUFVC is an invaluable
information resource for
television research.”
Sheila Bailey, Freelance Archive Researcher

“My students are expected to use the
of information for any individual research.”
Susanne Greenhalgh, Director, Centre for Research in
Renaissance Studies, Roehampton University London

DATABASES & ACCESS TO CONTENT

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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Shakespeare on Film, Television
and Radio
An authoritative online database of

DATABASES & ACCESS TO CONTENT

radio and the web. It is regularly updated,
holds over 8,000 records dating from the
1890s to the present day and is international
in scope. The database was designed as a
vehicle for scholarly publication and exchange,
and for displaying analyses of historical trends
in audiovisual Shakespeare.
Available to all – bufvc.ac.uk/shakespeare

Moving Image Gateway
Links to over 1,600 websites related to
moving image and sound that have been
selected for their value in teaching, learning
and research. It is fully searchable by over 40
subject disciplines and is regularly updated.
Available to all – bufvc.ac.uk/gateway

86%

of BUFVC
members
consider the
of membership
is to gain
access to content
that would
otherwise be
Data from BUFVC Survey of
members, November 2010
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Find DVDs
A detailed catalogue of free and
commercially available media materials,
detailing around 30,000 titles selected by
BUFVC staff for their usefulness in higher
and further education. The listings include
details of DVDs, podcasts, CDs and websites
covering academic subject areas from
advertising to zoology.

DATABASES & ACCESS TO CONTENT

=2,000

127,000
News on Screen
The world’s most comprehensive multimedia
collection is research focussed and includes more
than 180,000 newsreel and cinemagazine stories
linked to moving image content, audio and
digitised production documents. The collection
also includes a case study on David Lean and
Gaumont Sound News - a fascinating look at the
beginning of Lean’s career when he worked on
newsreels at the cusp of the sound revolution.

user searches per month on
BUFVC databases

Film and the Historian

The InterUniversity History Film Consortium
(IUHFC) pioneered the teaching and study of

produced by historians such as John Ramsden,
utilising newsreel footage, include themes ranging
from Stanley Baldwin and The Labour Party to
The Spanish Civil War and Fascism.
Available to FE/HE - bufvc.ac.uk/

This established resource that dates back to
1969, continues to develop and has recently

Available to all – bufvc.ac.uk/newsonscreen

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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Information and Expert Advice
Answering enquiries (in person, by telephone, email or social media) is at the
heart of the BUFVC’s mission and we pride ourselves on providing a friendly
and personal advice service.
INFORMATION & EXPERT ADVICE

Our knowledgeable staff can provide practical
guidance on many aspects of using moving image
and sound in teaching or research and will offer best
practice guidance on copyright issues. We aim to

The BUFVC deals with over

supported throughout their work.

enquiries annually

The BUFVC represents at national level the interests
of post-compulsory education and research and
works with broadcasters and licence providers to
advocate the use of media in higher education.

Copyright Support
We understand that copyright can often be a
daunting and confusing area to tackle when using
moving image and sound in education. What licence
should you obtain? What does your licence allow
you to do? What content can you use? These
are questions we receive and answer daily via the
Information Service to ensure our members are
empowered by copyright. We focus on the can do,
rather than the can’t do.
Learn more about copyright at our popular
Copyright Clearance course – see page 24 or
purchase our latest guide to copyright in
HE & FE – see page 19

16

5,600

INFORMATION & EXPERT ADVICE

The BUFVC strives to
resolve all enquiries on
the same day, no matter
how complex.

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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itself as a ‘Trailblazer’, in terms of
its ability to recommend
developments that this institution
has subsequently adopted.
Visual Resources Librarian, University for the Creative
Arts at Canterbury

INFORMATION & EXPERT ADVICE

Support in Finding Content

Publications

Opening up the discovery of moving image and
sound content is key to what we do. If you are
looking for a particular title, or just need to search
within a theme, the Information Service can support

The BUFVC publishes a range of books, magazines
and online content to support the use, and study,
of moving image and sound in learning, teaching
and research. Our printed books include: Projecting
Britain: The Guide to British Cinemagazines;
Shakespeare on Film, Television and Radio; The
Researcher’s Guide: Film, Television, Radio and
Related Documentation Collections in the UK.

We tackle all aspects of moving image and sound
use in education and research with an integrated
problem-solving approach. We will assist with your
enquiry, but can go further – suggesting alternative
approaches or source of content, highlighting risk
management issues, linking to external suppliers, etc.
We can do this because we are uniquely positioned
as a provider of content discovery, expertise and
research activities that bridge academia and industry.
The BUFVC also distributes a selection of academic
a list of DVD titles, visit the BUFVC website:

T: +44 (0)20 7393 1500 W: bufvc.ac.uk
E: ask@bufvc.ac.uk
@bufvc
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Further titles can be found on the BUFVC website,
where the books are also available to purchase.
bufvc.ac.uk/publications/books

More than

15,000
distributed each year

Can I Copy This?

education and research.
Available to BUFVC members

November 2011 and provides an online
version of the quarterly magazine. It offers
up-to-date articles and reviews for academic
staff, students, researchers and information
professionals, as well as web versions of
items published in the printed magazine.

Our latest copyright booklet - ‘Can I
Copy This? A Brief Guide to UK Copyright
in Higher and Further Education’ provides a focussed and accessible guide
to media and copyright in UK HE and
FE. It details what works are protected
by copyright, how to establish ownership
within education, how to use third party
content, legal exceptions, licensing bodies,
plus more.

INFORMATION & EXPERT ADVICE

distributed exclusively to BUFVC members.
Including news, reviews and articles, the
magazine explores the production, study and

Available to purchase online at
bufvc.ac.uk/publications

greatly enjoyed reading it as a unique opportunity to see the rich
range of interdisciplinary research and teaching that investigate and
use screen practices.”
Angela Piccini, Lecturer in Screen Studies, Head of Education, Drama: Theatre, Film, Television, University of Bristol

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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Research and Projects
The BUFVC plays a unique role in supporting and conducting research with, and
of, moving image and sound with a strong focus on information technology. Our
offer a uniquely integrated approach by bridging academia, industry and technology.
We work in partnership with Higher Education institutions throughout the research
lifecycle, from grant application writing to publishing outputs.
Many resources available on the BUFVC website are
the result of research projects: providing long-term
access to data, as well as enabling future research by
students and researchers.
RESEARCH & PROJECTS

Enabling Research
Research is fundamental to what we do. We invest
and participate in research projects to enhance
sector understanding and/or produce outputs

Partner: University of Portsmouth &
Channel 4 Archive
Funded by: Arts & Humanities Research
Council (AHRC)

dedicated research team have been involved with
22 research projects related to moving image and
sound, with new projects starting each year.

The broad aim of this research project is
to assess the impact of Channel 4 on the
UK cinema industry, and more generally

Many of our research outputs form the basis of the
resources (databases & collections) we provide to
higher and further education institutions, to enable
the easy access of moving image and sound content.
We are proud that they then go on to support and

the early 1980s.

databases receive approximately 127,000 searches
per month).
We work closely with user groups throughout the
project life cycle to develop and create intuitive
online tools to enhance usability and facilitate easy
content discovery. Learn more about our databases
and collections – see page 12.
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Example Research Project 1:
Channel 4 & British Film Culture

searchable database of the weekly press
information packs that were produced from
1982 to 2002. These packs were innovative
in their design and the wealth of detailed
information they provided, particularly their

The project has enabled the creation of a
fully contextualised resource around the
packs.
Available online: bufvc.ac.uk/c4pp

‘Working in partnership with the BUFVC has
been invaluable to the success of the University of
Portsmouth’s AHRC-funded project on Channel 4

a unique organisation and their expertise and skills are

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc

RESEARCH & PROJECTS

Dr Justin Smith, Reader in
British Film Culture,
Post-Graduate Tutor,
School of Creative Arts,
Film & Media, University
of Portsmouth

and British Film Culture (2010-14). As the premier
metadata handlers in UK HE the BUFVC brings huge
technical expertise and problem-solving know-how
to digitisation projects. They were involved right from
the planning stages and assisted in preparing our
grant application; their contribution to the work of
the project has raised new questions about research
methodology around digital resources; and beyond the
lifetime of our project their infrastructure will ensure
that our outputs have a sustainable future for the

21

RESEARCH & PROJECTS

Example Research Project 2:
Consolidated Moving Image and Sound Database Framework
opening up stand-alone collections and allowing users
to discover new content and unexplored collections.
The search environment was designed to allow
researchers to search all collections from a single entry
point and easily view collated results through a clean
design and user-friendly icons. The interactive online
research tools, created following extensive user testing,
were innovative and forward-thinking in design, offering

Partner: Royal Holloway, University of London
Funded by: Arts & Humanities Research
Council (AHRC)
The project objective was to create a federated
search environment across nine online moving image
and sound databases of the BUFVC. Its aim was to
transform moving image and sound discovery by

22

related records and searches, a detailed user history
and export function.
The code and design developed during this project
was released under an open source license.
Find it at potnia.org

Partnerships
Embarking on new projects can be daunting. You have
need to form new relationships with external sectors,
get to grips with technical developments required to
produce digital research outputs and understand the
sometimes murky waters of rights clearance. This is
where the BUFVC can help.
The BUFVC occupies a unique and long-standing role
in the innovative use of ICT in research related to
moving image & sound; bridging academia, creative
industries and technology. We work in partnership
with HEIs throughout the research lifecycle: devising
research questions, brokering relationships with
industry, providing project management and making
outputs publicly accessible as online resources (rights
clearance, digitisation, complex metadata, etc).

Outputs
Developing and
enhancing BUFVC
resources

Project

RESEARCH & PROJECTS

Future
developments

If you are interested in forming a research/project
partnership with the BUFVC, or would just like to
discuss the early stages of a project, please contact us:
T: +44 (0)20 7393 1500 E: ask@bufvc.ac.uk

Communication and
Conversation
Identify common
research goals
Framework agreement

LIFECYCLE OF A BUFVC /
HE1 RESEARCH PROJECT

Successful
submission

Application

Research Idea

Copyright
Further agreements
Timeframe / resources / outputs

For a list of research and projects, including past projects, go online at bufvc.ac.uk/projects-research

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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Training and Events
The use and availability of moving image and sound content for learning, teaching
and research has noticeably increased in recent years with the advent of new
and advanced technologies and a rise in programme production. We now have
considerably more content available via even more access routes and channels,

BUFVC training courses and events are designed
to inform and guide those using or supporting the
use of audiovisual content within education, to
ensure individuals and institutions keep ahead of
advancements and changes.

Training Courses
BUFVC training course are presented by leading

TRAINING & EVENTS

understand what you need to know and provide
best practice advice and up-to-date guidance on
topics related to moving image and sound. Our
courses are run in small groups and offer attendees
a chance to meet and discuss work-related topics
with experts and like-minded professionals.
To see a full list of BUFVC training courses, go
online at bufvc.ac.uk/courses

in central London. We can also provide courses at
your organisation. If you would like to host a BUFVC
training course, please contact us:
T: +44 (0) 20 7393 1512 E: courses@bufvc.ac.uk
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Copyright Clearance for Print,
Broadcast and Multimedia Production
Confused by copyright? The BUFVC’s
one-day course is essential for individuals
needing to copy, use and provide access to
existing content in their work. The course
is delivered by copyright specialists from
the Intellectual Property department at The
Open University.
Discover:
types of work which are protected
rights ownership and licensing
the status of copyright exceptions
the meaning of ‘fair dealing’
the process of rights clearance

Think visual: video storytelling in education
An innovative one-day course that teaches how
video can enhance the learning experience,
including how to use moving image as a resource
and how to design a good learning video.

Learn about:
why video is important
what makes a good video
different approaches to video
how video can work with your material

Two one-day courses designed to support
individuals involved with digitising moving images
for online delivery. The courses includes advice
on solving the problems and issues that you may
encounter in the process. Participants can attend
either or both courses.
Day 1 - Introduction
copyright status and educational exceptions
content – producing new or reusing existing
analogue and digital formats, telecine transfer
encoding, storing and networking content

TRAINING & EVENTS

This course is delivered by a producer with
extensive experience of commissioning content
across all subject areas for multiple platforms,
including iTunes, YouTube and FutureLearn Moocs.

Encoding Digital Video for Streaming
and Network Delivery

Day 2 - Advanced
compression; comparing codecs and tools
storage and networking
server technology, backing up and archiving

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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Events
We hold events through the year within the UK.
Our events cover issues and future advances in the
area of moving image and sound within education
and provide the opportunity to network with
leading experts, BUFVC staff and fellow colleagues.
They ensure our members and guests feel part
of a community and offer the chance to share
information, engage with new sector developments
and showcase your work. View our latest events
online at bufvc.ac.uk/events

BUFVC Annual General Meeting
Karen Carey,
Media Producer,
University of
Oxford

TRAINING & EVENTS
26

“The BUFVC is a great
organisation that has
provided us with a lot of help
and advice over the years.
We have all attended courses
& conferences and have
found them to be informative,
friendly and a great way to
make connections with other
organisations…
In the 20 years that I have
had dealings with the BUFVC,
I have found all the staff
(without exception) to be
extremely friendly, helpful
and enthusiastic.”

We hold an AGM each year in winter for
our ordinary members to comment and
vote on changes to the organisation. All
members are invited to attend.
We combine the AGM with a one-day
forum on topics related to moving image
and sound use in education. We listen to
feedback from our members to develop key
themes and ensure we provide need-toknow information at these popular events.
Previous themes have included: how to store
and transfer VHS broadcast content under
licence; the future of off-air recordings; and
opening up access to content.
These events are open to all.

100%

of attendees
rated BUFVC
courses as good
to excellent*
* Data from course
evaluations 2013/14

“The Learning on Screen Awards play an important
role in recognising the value of educational media
production and the Awards evening is a perfect
opportunity to meet the people behind the

Professor Lord Winston,
Professor of Science and
Society, Imperial College
London

the evening immensely.”

Learning on Screen Awards

TRAINING & EVENTS

The Learning on Screen Awards are the
only UK awards that celebrate and reward
excellence in the production of moving image
and related media in learning, teaching and
research. The Awards give wider recognition
to producers and developers of education
material, encourage critical evaluation and
celebrate the creative aspects of educational
media production. Each year we showcase the
leading productions at an award ceremony,
held in London.
Do you produce educational media or are you
all producers of educational media and entries
are accepted to a range of broadcast, nonbroadcast and multimedia award categories.
Student Production Awards.
Don’t miss your opportunity to raise your
professionals and education specialists.
For a full list of award categories go online at
bufvc.ac.uk/learningonscreen

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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The BUFVC in Numbers
A snapshot of our facts and stats:

93%

of UK HE
students
have access
to BUFVC
resources

Total number
of members:

224
Over

15,000
BUFVC IN NUMBERS

Member institutions
from UK HE/FE:

The BUFVC receives over

181 5,600
enquiries annually

28

of members
linked to
education

95%

In 12 months more than

1.9

million

The BUFVC
Off-Air Recording
Back-up Service
has around

823,000

programme were viewed
using BoB National

hours of television and radio, dating back to 1998

Users search our 21 million moving image and sound records

127,000
Around

2,600

BUFVC IN NUMBERS

times per month

‘The BUFVC is invaluable. Pure
and simple. No one else does,
or could do, what they do.”
Dr Simon Brown, Director of Studies for Film
and Television, Kingston University

copies of programmes were sent to licensed
members last year

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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Join Us
BUFVC membership provides a range of services and resources, millions of moving
are available to everyone within your organisation.

Support – use of the BUFVC’s Information Service
to support discovery and access, including practical
copyright guidance, by phone or e-mail
Access to the Television and Radio Index
for Learning and Teaching (TRILT), the most
comprehensive online database and personalised
alert service for broadcasts received in the UK
DVD copies of formerly broadcast content from
ten UK TV and radio channels delivered from the
BUFVC’s Off-Air Recording Back-Up Service - an
essential service for those needing to acquire
copies of content they missed the opportunity to
record locally (requires an ERA licence)

JOIN US

BUFVC’s quarterly magazine
Discounts for attendance at BUFVC events,
conferences and training courses and for BUFVC
publications
Representation at BUFVC General Meetings (one
vote may be carried by each member institution)

30

UK Further and Higher Education institutions can
join one of three types of BUFVC membership –
Standard, Premier and Enhanced Premier – depending
on the level of services and resources required.
Membership of the BUFVC is also open to
organisations with an interest in the production, study
(across all academic subjects) and use of moving
image and sound content in learning, teaching and
research. This includes schools, specialist institutes,
commercial companies and broadcasters.
For further details regarding membership packages,
go online at bufvc.ac.uk/membership

“The BUFVC provides excellent
services, support and events.
Staff are always very friendly
when answering queries - I feel
as though it’s an extension of my
local working network.”

Credits

Hilary Pooley, eLearning Technologist,
University of Manchester

Further information
Useful websites
BoB National - bobnational.net
Jisc - www.jisc.ac.uk
Jisc Media Hub - jiscmediahub.ac.uk
Educational Recording Agency - www.era.org.uk

Credits
Photography:
Page 6, 11 & 31: Jay Williams, Anglia Ruskin University
Page 10 & 30: Emily Goodhand, University of Reading
Page 18: Queen Mary, University of London
Page 22: Bournemouth University
All other photography: Shutterstock
Design: Flipsidestudio.co.uk
FURTHER INFORMATION

All facts and statistics are taken from the 2011/12 academic
year, unless otherwise stated.
Disclaimer
Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information in
this brochure, which is believed to be correct at the time of printing. The
information in this brochure is subject to change and the BUFVC reserves
the right to introduce such changes, including updating service offerings,
BUFVC, please go to bufvc.ac.uk

bufvc.ac.uk

@bufvc
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Contact us
Have a question? We are available
to answer any queries that you may
have whether relating to membership,
our services and resources or general
information about the BUFVC.
T: +44 (0)20 7393 1500
E: ask@bufvc.ac.uk
W: bufvc.ac.uk
Twitter: @bufvc
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